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Abstract



mance achieved by the scheduler service. Thus by optimizing the analytical service we positively impact scheduling service and in the end overall system performance. In this paper we present general approach based on the assumption of linear dependence of the data transfer time on the size of data. This assumption is true in most cases, and in the very uncertain case of an arbitrary network we cannot make more precise assumptions about the traffic. Here we discuss four different methods, namely Least Squares, Recursive Least Squares (with forgetting factor), Kalman Filter and Randomized Least Squares to estimate the available bandwidth for current data transfers. Those methods do not require additional measurements, but can simply observe the transfers taking place during the Grid computations. The analytic service which uses one of those methods would not disturb the work done by the scheduling service, rather consult the scheduling service with recent estimates of the system parameters. Next, section 2 introduces data grid environment: from abstract to specific level. Main principles of intensive data grid environments are discussed in the beginning, while specific Data Grid implementation used for methods comparison is described in the end of section. In section 3 the problem of channel bandwidth parameters estimation in data grid environment is discussed. Authors set the problem and offer 4 different estimation methods. To compare estimation methods in section 4 simulation scenarios are introduced. In specific Data Grid environment every scenario is performed for every considered method. The results are demonstrated and discussed. The last section 5 concludes the article. Resume of estimation methods and the recommendations of their applications are given.



Four methods to estimate available channel bandwidth in Data Grid are described. To compare methods Data Grid was emulated and the special data transfer scenarios were designed. For every scenario the estimates of the performance and bandwidth parameters are constructed using linear filtering techniques based on the Kalman filter, least-squares, recursive least-squares and linear stochastic approximation with randomized inputs. The results demonstrating the estimation for the available bandwidth parameters are provided and explained.
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Introduction



With the rise of the network capacity it becomes possible to use Grid computing in the parallel applications where significant amount of data is needed to be transferred. The scheduling algorithms for such distributed Data Grid systems need to be aware of the data transfer delays. It becomes important to estimate the time of the data transfers to allocate the tasks to the Grid nodes effectively. High-performance data transfer is among the main functions of Data Grid [1] where huge amount of data is stored, updated and analyzed. The problem of data transfer tasks scheduling is stated and being solved [2]. To schedule data transfer tasks optimally on data grid environment the parameters (e.g. channel bandwidth) have to be estimated accurately. In this paper we address the problem of available bandwidth estimation from passive measurements of the data transfers through the Grid. Our general system architecture contains 2 main components: analytical and scheduling services. The purpose of analytical service is to provide the information needed for the task allocation which is performed by the scheduling service. This information should include prediction of the task execution time for the specific node and the prediction of the data transfer time between two nodes. The more accurate information provided by the analytical service, the better overall task execution perfor978-0-7695-3677-4/09 $25.00 © 2009 IEEE DOI 10.1109/GPC.2009.21
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Emulated System of Data Grid



When the amount of transferred data is so high that the incoming or outgoing channel of host becomes overloaded, special traffic scheduling system is needed. The main principles of data intensive systems are: 1. Full load of channels. Transfer channel is a resource of high value. Thus scheduling system should not block 50 58



transfer channels. Full load guarantees that important resources do not stand idle and data channel usage is optimal.



existing approaches to this problem are analyzed, their applicability in the Grid systems is then discussed and the new approach is then proposed. The approaches can be divided into two main classes: capacity bandwidth estimation and available bandwidth estimation [3]. They are both related to our problem: if the capacity of the channel is known, it is possible to set the precise upper bound for the estimates of the data transfer speed. The capacity bandwidth changes not so often in time, so it can be assumed to be constant, stored and accessed later when the transfer using the particular channel is needed again. The knowledge of the available bandwidth is temporary, so if we store the current available bandwidth and if we try to use it later, we can get wrong results because of the changes in the environment. The observations of the available bandwidth which last for some sufficient amount of time can provide information about the time-related patterns of the so-called cross traffic, the third party traffic which accounts for the difference between the capacity and the available bandwidths. The available bandwidth should be estimated in the very same moment as the data transfer is needed to be done, and the method for its estimation can be based on the knowledge of the capacity bandwidth. The capacity bandwidth estimation is based on the socalled packet pair technique, firstly described in [4]. This approach was used later in numerous tools which build the estimates of the capacity bandwidth sending the queue of packets of different size [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. Adding the assumption about the existence of the crosstraffic in the network, authors move to the available bandwidth estimation. Dispersion between consequent data transfer times is considered to be a predictor for the crosstraffic in [11]. In [12] the queue of the packets with growing delays is sent several times, and the differences between the times of sending and of receiving of the corresponding packets in the queue are supposed to predict the crosstraffic. The authors of [13] and [6] propose the idea to decrease the delays between the packets in the queue. During this process, the moment when the transfer time starts to grow rapidly is determined as a signal that the packets stuck in some buffer in the middle of the path. If the capacity of the bottleneck link in the path is known, then Strauss et al. in [14] provide more accurate estimates for the available bandwidth again based on the packet-pair technique. Dovrolis et al. rely on the estimation of the percentiles of the available bandwidth distribution. They argue that the variation of the transfer times is more helpful to estimate the available bandwidth because according to their main idea the variation is low when the link is saturated and is high when is not, and the four factors (traffic load, number of competing flows, rate of competing flows, measurement timescale) affect the variation. The initial paper [4] provides a general framework for



2. Priority Queue. Scheduling system should put in order set of computing task, target machine couples. This is done to achieve optimal scheduling, thus optimal usage of distributed system. 3. Independence of transfers. Different transfers in the channel should not correlate with each other. This is necessary in order to estimate channel bandwidth accurately. As soon as first criteria is met data channel usage is still optimal. T transf er when host is busy transferring data can be compared to T total of computing the distributed task. If these values are close in logarithmic scale Log(T total ) − Log(T transf ers ) < δ channel is considered to be highly loaded and the computation is data intensive. In respect to principles stated above emulated system of Data Grid environment was built by the authors. For a single computing task network nodes in such environment are divided on a host and clients. Host is responsible for performing a task - spreading task input data, managing execution, collecting task output data. Client is responsible for executing a subtask - receiving input, program execution, sending output. Host is passive meaning that it does not look for clients, on contrary client sends request to host asking for a subtask to execute. Full cycle of host-client interaction looks as follows: 1. (Client→Host) Initialization. Client sends request to host asking for a subtask. 2. (Client←Host) Transfer of Input Data. Host responses with the Input Data for subtask to execute. 3. (Client) Execution. Client executes the subtask. 4. (Client→Host) Transfer Output Data. Client sends the result of execution back to host. 5. (Client←Host) Finalization. Host approves the end of interaction or jumps to step 2. On step 2 and 4 estimation of channel bandwidth is performed.
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Data Transfer. Available Bandwidth Estimation



The problem is to estimate the transfer time of a data of arbitrary size between two nodes A and B. In this section 59 51



the packet transfer analysis and the time prediction, however the most of the authors use this framework to actively send packets or packet queues. However, those active packet streams need time and substantial channel capacity to be transferred and worked out. Therefore, Seshan et al. [15] propose an architecture of bandwidth estimation based on the passive measurements done by observing the thirdparty traffic. Next, we list the important properties of the networks and data transfers we would like to consider, related to the specificity of the Grid computing and the framework used which was described in the previous section.



sider data tranfer process completely transparent to us making single assumption about its nature. Namely, we assume only that the time of transfer linearly depends on the size of transferring data, which is proved to be true by practical evidence from the GridFTP transfers in [18]. The exact path of a packet is not modeled. We propose to use linear estimation algorithms, namely least squares, recursive least squares, Kalman filtering [16] and simultaneous perturbation [17] to estimate the time of transfer. We make several simulations and show the results for each of the methods discussed.



3.1



1. Grid computations are usually organized over already existing networks which are often used for other purposes as well. Therefore, substantial cross-traffic usually exists. The size and change patterns of the cross traffic are unknown. This traffic is considered as noise in the model which follows.



The problem setting



Let us assume that the data packet of size si is transferred with the time ti . Let us denote cti as a delay in the transfer related to the cross traffic which is unknown. The speed of data transfer through the whole path is supposed to be slightly changing during the observations and is denoted as θi at the moment i. The time needed to open and close the connection or for other purposes which does not depend on si and nevertheless is constantly added to the transfer time we denote as oci . Then:



2. If the third-party network users change the way they transfer information through the channel used by the Grid system, then the available bandwidth changes. Therefore the estimates need not only to converge to true values, but also to adapt to the changing environment. In our linear estimation model (see below) there are well developed methods with theoretical convergence results to deal with such a problem [16, 17].



ti = si ∗ θi + oci + cti .



(1)



The problem can be rewritten for further simplicity as follows: θ˜i = (θi oci )T ; s˜i = (si 1)T . Then all the parameters are gathered in one vector θ˜ which will be further denoted simply as θ. It can be assumed that cti is random, then ti is random as well and the mathematical expectation sign is applicable to them. It can be assumed that si is random as well, which will be important for the fourth algorithm presented here. All the values ti , si , θ, cti ∈ R, and ti , si , θi ≥ 0.



3. Grid usually connects universities in different countries or continents. Because of that, TCP/IP packets usually pass several dozens of intermediary hosts before they reach their destinations. Each link between two hosts can have different bandwidth and cross traffic volumes. The available bandwidth of the whole path is defined as a minimum among the available bandwidths in each of the links. The change in available bandwidth in each of the links can lead to a change in the available bandwidth of the whole path. The number of the intermediary hosts is unknown.



3.2



Estimation algorithms



We use a formulation of the three following algorithms from a conceptual paper of L. Gao [16]. The general form of these algorithms using the notation above is:



4. The packets which are sent in a common session can have different paths in the network. The decisions about the path are made not by the source or destination of the packets, but by intermediary parties such as routers [5]. Therefore it is unfair to rely on a model of a packet path and determine the parameters of each of the links. The path chose by the packet sent can be different from the one we suppose, and the rule of choosing the path depends on the third party routers and is therefore unknown. It cannot even be supposed that this rule has some statistical nature.



θˆi+1 = θˆi + Li (ti − si θˆi ),



(2)



where θˆi is the estimate of the θi , Li is the adaptation gain chosen according to the one of the algorithms presented below. 3.2.1



Because of the last two properties, we propose to use so-called grey-box control in this case. Hereafter we con-



Least Squares [16] Li = μ



60 52



si , 1 + |si |2



(3)



where μ ∈ (0, 1] is called step size or adaptation rate. The algorithm iteratively minimizes the function: Vk (θ) = E(ti − si θi )2 ,



Table 1. Belgium case: mean linear estimation error, ms



(4) Algorithm LS RLS KF Randomized LS



where E is mathematical expectation. 3.2.2



Recursive Least Squares [16] Pi si , α + Pi |si |2 2 2 1 Pi si = (Pi − ), α α + Pi s2i



Scenario 1 319 210 201.5



Scenario 2 1063 649.7 760.2



Scenario 3 431 293 311 317



Li =



Pi+1



Table 2. Saint Petersburg case: mean linear estimation error, ms



(5)



where P0 > 0 and α ∈ (0, 1) is called forgetting factor. The algorithm is derived from minimizing the following criterion: i 1  i−k α (tk − sk θk ). (6) Vi (α) = i



Algorithm LS RLS KF Randomized LS



Scenario 1 942 585 597



Scenario 2 821 650 604



Scenario 3 686 566 595 595



3.2.3



2. Hundred data transfers of files of size gradually increasing from 100KB to 10MB with a step of 100KB,



k=0



Kalman Filtering [16] Pi si , R + Pi s2i Pi2 s2i = Pi − + Q, R + Pi s2i



3. Hundred data transfers of files of size randomly uniformly distributed with values from the set



Li =



Pi+1



{i ∗ 100KB|i = [1..100]}



(7)



There were two experiments conducted. The results of the experiments are shown in the tables 1 and 2. Initial value for all the algorithms was chosen as θˆ0 = (2000, 0)T . The step size parameters (α, μ) were chosen from the interval (0, 1), the one which gives the best results for every particular algorithm. The special Kalman filter parameters were chosen in this manner as well, according to the noise levels. From the tables we can generally conclude that the Recursive Least Squares gives the most reliable results. Kalman Filter method gives almost identical results to the Recursive Least Squares in the available scenarios. The Least Squares method is worse performing in comparison with the other methods, however it still produces reasonable results. To compare methods linear metrics was employed, thus mean linear estimation error was calculated instead of usual mean square estimation error. The cause is that the task scheduler in Grid is likely to summarize estimations for every computing resource. Overall the conducted experiments demonstrated good results — low level error for all four methods utilized. With a time of transfer of 106 bytes of approximately 20 seconds in the both experiments, the average error rate for the scenario 1 was not more than 2% of the transfer time during both experiments and for the scenario 2 it was less than 1%. The quality of the estimates therefore is satisfactory, see



where P0 ≥ 0,R > 0,Q > 0 and θˆ0 are deterministic and can be arbitrarily chosen. R and Q can be regarded as apriori estimates for the variances of cti and θi − θi−1 , respectively. 3.2.4



Randomized Least Squares [17]



Pi+1



Li = Pi Δi , Pi Δi ΔTi Pi = Pi − , 1 + ΔTi Pi Δi Δi = si − Esi ,



(8)



where P0 = γ0−1 I, where I is unit matrix and γ0 > 0. Here we assume that si is chosen from some distribution with finite mean Esi , and all the moments of it are finite.
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Simulation Scenarios and Results



To represent more accurately real scenario use case, several data transfer scenarios are simulated: 1. Hundred data transfers split on four groups: 0.5MB, 1MB, 1.5MB, 2MB file sizes, 61 53



Fig. 1. From the graph it is evident that the Least Squares method can be good for the comparatively low noise level because it adjusts its estimates quite fast, while the Recursive Least Squares estimates reach the expected value fast and then remain there. The Kalman Filter responses to even small changes in the channel bandwidth. In the Fig. 2 you can see that as the data transfer size grows, linear approximation for the transfer speed becomes more accurate. It is also obvious that the RLS method adapts to big variations in the measurements comparatively fast. The case presented it the Fig. 3 is quite unstable, however the algorithms keep the estimates near the expected true value. Here you can compare the performance of the Randomized LS method and see that the most of its error comes from the more slow initial stage while at the final iterations it provides quite satisfactory estimates.
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Figure 2. Saint Petersburg, scenario 2. The values ti /si (solid line) and the θi estimates via LS(dot), RLS(dot-dash), KF(dash) and Randomized filter (solid with cross).
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Figure 3. Saint Petersburg, scenario 2. The values ti /si (solid line) and the θi estimates via LS(dot), RLS(dot-dash), KF(dash) and Randomized filter (solid with cross), Randomized LS (with stars).



Figure 1. Saint Petersburg, scenario 1. The values ti /si (solid line) and the θi estimates via LS(dot), RLS(dot-dash), KF(dash) and Randomized filter (solid with cross).



From the practical point of view, the most complicated in adjustment is the Kalman Filter, because it needs several parameters to be known (level of the noise, time-varying behavior of the estimated parameter), on which the estimates’ quality significantly depends. From the other side, the Least Squares method also needs adjustments, because the step size suitable in one case in other case can lead to the divergence of the estimates. Recursive Least Squares is quite stable and provides comparable quality of estimates to the Kalman Filter while requiring almost no additional adjustment. The Randomized Least Squares method is also stable. There are modifications of it using the estimates averaging [17] which do not require any a priori information.
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100



cursive Least Squares and Randomized Linear methods. To analyze these methods correctly in emulated Data Grid use case scenarios were introduced and implemented. Two determined and one undetermined scenarios were executed to transfer data between grid domain located in SaintPetersburg,Russia and domain located in Belgium. According to the results in section 4 method employing Recursive Least Squares is the most accurate in general. Kalman Filtering demontrates good results but to use this method optimally one may need a dynamic mechanism to tune method parameters in respect of grid environment change. However, Randomized Linear method does not require dynamic tunning, is fairly accurate and in cases of severe crosstraffic, may outperform other methods. The accuracy of scheduling service in Data Grid highly depends on the accuracy of predictions done by the analytical service. Our results show that if analytical service uses Resursive Least Squares method, the accuracy of the whole



Conclusion



Four different methods of available bandwidth estimation were compared: Kalman Filtering, Least Squares, Re62 54



system will be the best one. In Data Grid small data transfers are needed mostly for data updates or computations. For this kind of transfers as it is shown in section 4 dispersion of the transfer speed is relatively high. Consequently, accuracy of all possible methods of channel bandwidth estimation is relatively low. Replication operation which is needed to Data Grids [1] means transferring big chunks of data. For this kind of transfer operation dispersion of transfer speed is low, thus the estimation methods are more accurate. Consequently comparatively accurate scheduling methods can be used for data replication in Data Grids.
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